TIPS FOR YOUR FIRST RIDE

Wear a helmet
Check your email for special discounts after you sign up for the Spin app.

Start slow on a quiet street
Test out the throttle and brakes to get comfortable.

Always yield to pedestrians
Sidewalk riding may not be allowed in your city.

Ride with your weight back
Put both feet on the board, one in the center and one behind. If the scooter has a rear foot brake, keep a heel over it at all times.

Follow the rules of the road
Use bike lanes when possible. Always travel in the direction of traffic, and stop at stop signs and lights.

Stay safe and alert
Don’t listen to headphones while riding, and always keep both hands on the handlebars. Don’t ever carry a passenger or ride under the influence.

Park respectfully
Make sure your scooter is upright and not blocking anyone’s way. More parking instructions in the app.
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